Peak Performance
Dave (Adams) and I had a bet. How long before Raz uttered the immortal words: “I’m soooo cold!”? In the end
we had to wait more than 24 hours.
Four of us (Dave, Raz, Steve (Reeves) and I) set off hopefully in two cars in a torrential downpour for the Peaks
having diverted from North Cornwall as rain was forecast. It dried up South of Birmingham and looked
promising but cold as we got to Hathersage. We had planned on Millstone but that was going to be in the
shade so we all met up in the Dover’s Wall area of Stanage which was crowded with university freshers. Quite
pleasant now that more women climb!
We all did routes 1 and 4 (HS and VS) and then gathered to watch Steve tackle Nothing to do with Dover (HVS
5a). This was quite exciting as a spectator sport with Dave dangling gear over the top and Steve having a bit of
a fight with it. A helicopter hovered around but wasn’t needed (this time). It was much easier for Dave to lead
it with Steve’s gear in place and pretty fully tested! It’s intimidating but has good holds if you can keep
moving.

Steve so near, but yet so far , on and off Nothing to do with Dover HVS

The HVS next door (route 2) is much more amenable.

Raz grapples with Dover’s Wall Route 2 HVS

Dave had a token go at a 5b VS (Wing Buttress) with his beer rag bouldering mat fielding his retreat. Nasty in
slightly greasy conditions. The weather was holding – just. A few spots of rain followed by breaks in the cloud
didn’t deter us. Pat had turned up for the day and followed Raz and Steve up the Right Unconquerable (HVS
5a) and then led them both up August Arete (HVS 5b) .

Raz leads Right Unconquerable HVS (left) and
Steve follows Pat on April Arete HVS(below)

Meanwhile Dave and I waited for the freshers to finish with Wall Buttress. Dave flowed halfway up this and
then overcame the nasty offwidth in fine grovelling and udging style. I just couldn’t work it out Dave’s way
when I got there and ignominiously lowered off much to the amusement of Steve and Raz who arrived just at
the wrong moment. Steve then suffered the same fate which I found a little more amusing. Less amusing was
when Raz elegantly laybacked it with not an udge or a knee bar in sight. Quite annoying really, although I was
very pleased for him of course.

Dave finishes off Wall Buttress (VS) while Malcolm fails completely
The sky had now cleared and as the sun set, the rock glowed orange. Raz got an E point for Namenlos and we
all finished off with Milton’s Meander which traverses satisfyingly out of Paradise Wall at VS to an exposed
arête finish.

Steve leads Milton’s meander VS

After an evening in the Travellers Rest, the morning dawned foggy with a significant temperature inversion.
We dawdled over tea and breakfast but the skies had cleared by the time we got up to the parking space for
the walk into Bamford. We were now in tee shirts in perfect conditions. We blitzed the middle of the Neb
Buttress area. Raz fought the arête of The Happy Wanderer eventually finding a way to make the long, long
stretch to the break When I got there, I remembered I’d done it before and that reach doesn’t get any
shorter! We all did the Reach (VS) and Busy Day at Bamford (a soft HVS) followed by the spectacular and
rewarding Neb Buttress (HVS).

Malcolm builds up to the long reach on
The Happy Wanderer HVS

Raz leads Neb Buttress HVS

As the sun began to go down, Raz finally did his long delayed “I’m soo cold” bit but still managed to knock off
the tough 5b start to Gunpowder crack. Meanwhile, Dave and I did two three star VS classics – Gargoyle Flake
and Quien Sabe.
A very satisfying classic grit weekend and fewer scars than usual for me!
Malcolm Phelps

